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The Phil Phiol Photo is upside down
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The 6-line stanza of July should be two distinct 3-line stanzas.

p. 68

A line of Grandfather is missing.

(not the editor's fault!)

After

"Called it the sun and the moon"
insert
"Music leapt forth from the Singer"
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To Write
Specters
Hovering 'round
The margins of my mind
Disperse when corpse of vague thought in
Word rests.
Kim Essenburg

Of Words,
Truths,
and Stars
For a few stars,
Their sky becomes truth,
In a few words,
For those who always reach
To touch
Things beyond their
Touch
And write to understand
The Pleiades.
IV Whitman
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Phil Fiol

Birth of a Word
1
Is it the mind
grasping new terrain?
Or just a germ,
which jumps from brain to brain?
Whatever,
they should always be suspect,
never given the breast;
Because some, like the kudzu vine,
have been hard to contain
(consider relationship)
--their tendrils
ever seek new fields
of meaning.
And others, like a poison fog,
have drugged thought.
They are broken pencils,
which inscribe vague,
fuzzy lines.
2
In the movie,
this pod pops open
and out jumps an essay-ready written.

It folds off into a file
and my dissertation suddenly burns.
I am the author
of someone's other idea.
Suddenly, my students' minds
turn into GUoe.
They are marching to my office;
I stack Signet classics in front of the door;
smoke comes through the crack
I stuff it with old poems;
I confess unconscious acts of plagiarism;

but no one cares-In the last scene
I am in MacDonald's
finally interfacing

Cliff Foreman
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Ars Poetica
The poets are lying
in implying that they
out of words create
completion,
when the very sound
is bound for certain
to be imperfect,
off center.
How couldn't that poet
know it. sitting there
with her contemptuous sneer
of hatred?

Cliff Foreman
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No More Inkwells
my fountain
pen--broken
just the shirt
clip--mind you
but the green
words--once straight
are twisted
thoughts--soon warped
completely
alien
questioning
sanity.

Eric Gyger

July
Now from the roadside
Ditches blazes speckled gaud
Of orange day lilies,
Trimmed with wisps of Queen
Anne's lace, tumbled over with
White and amethyst
Torrents of sweet peas
That even in this breathless
Sultry air seem to
Surge and eddy round
Slender vegetable waists of
Their taller cousins

Kim Essenburg
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Citrus
Little nodules of nectar,
Myriad long jewels,
Enclosed droplets of ambrosia,
Nature sunned; pulpy pools
All bound happily together
With much skin and fiber,
Each forcing shape on another
Threatening to smother
Until its destiny induced,
Their ecstasy released
To an eager watering mouth,
Dripping jubilant juice.
Eric Gyger
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Afternoon Appointment
One step from soft light,
Conditioned air, and Muzak,
I squint protection
From white summer sun painful
As clean snow's reflex blinding.
Rancorous traffic
Clamors past the parking lot's
Licorice-tacky
Black asphalt segmented by
Freshly painted yellow lines.
Pavement and car hoods
Give off wavy atmosphere.
A turning car's chrome
Mars my vision for moments
With neon after-image.
My closed car, entered,
Greets me with slight sour-milk smell,
Searing steering wheel,
Melting blue and red crayons-Instant unpleasant sauna.
Nicholas P. Barker
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A Ten-Year-Old's Wisconsin Summer
From the dark of the woods where the damp bark rots,
Dave the handyman lugged by its spiky tail
The biggest turtle I had ever seen.
That night with prehistoric ease it nudged
Its bushel basket prison noiselessly
Right-side-up again, left a crescent flaw
In the screen door, and scratched its way back home.
Mary the cook said they were good for soup
And under tough wrinkles their blood was not red
But black like oil. I didn't believe her.
Nicholas P. Barker

Brad Traywick

Ode to Lake Michigan
If I were a pagan, I would probably worship Lake Michigan. Not too
practical from my home on Lookout Mountain in the northwest corner
of Georgia, but I would manage, and people have certainly worshipped
less tangible and less enjoyable things. I could genuflect periodically in
a north-northwesterly direction, and I would plan annual pilgrimages to
its shrines, from Tunnel Park, near Holland, to the state parks at
Muskegon and Ludington, to the shores of Cathead Bay--always after
consulting almanacs and other oracles for the most promising week in
July or August to carry out the appropriate rites.
No, I will not say with Wordsworth that I would rather be "a Pagan
suckled in a creed outworn" than be incapable of experiencing the
feelings that this grand expanse of creation evokes in me, feelings
connected to no other place on earth. But I think I know what he meant.
To fathom all the reasons for my near idolatry would involve
recollecting in tranquility many things--sand castles built by a child and
long conversations at dusk with high school friends, Christian Endeavor
outings and fraternity parties, my family's annual week at a cottage
belonging to friends and a near weekly cut in a springtime college
German class, Boy Scout hikes near an ice-bound shore and a graduateschool summer of bridge and iced tea in the hot sun, accounts and
experiences of the lake's destructive power over shorelines, cottages,
and big ships. But among the many people and occasions cast up by the
memory, my mother's family, especially my grandmother, stands out as
the earliest and perhaps the most lasting influence on my affectionate
reverence for the "Big Lake."
I cannot remember my first trip to Lake Michigan. I have a vague
memory of a ferryboat ride from Ludington to Manitowoc the summer I
was two and a half, but no beach memories accompany it. I suppose
the trips I remember came after I was four. We moved from western
Illinois to suburban Detroit that year and were better positioned for
annual jaunts to the grandparents' house and the lake. In those preinterstate days, the drive from Detroit to Muskegon took the better part
of a day. But once we got to Nannie's house, we expected to go to the
beach as soon as possible and looked forward to gathering uncles,
aunts, cousins, and even a great-grandmother, great-aunt, and greatuncle to go with us.
The drive out of the hot city, and eventually past the factories and the
smelly paper mill on Muskegon Lake, past the docks for yachts or
fishing boats, past ever bigger patches of sandy ground, following the
curves through the dunes and smelling the fresh water, then over the last
rise to see the water at last--that was almost the best part of the whole
business. Children kept asking how much farther it was; adults kept
telling us to watch and be the first to glimpse the lake. Once we were
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actually there, we had to endure a slow drive around the ovals until
Grandpa or Dad found a parking place. Finally, we could burst out of
the car and run down through the soft, hot sand to stick a tentative toe
into the water. If it seemed too cold at first, we soon got used to it and
jumped happily into the waves, the real goal of all that driving.
Ideally there were waves. Both children and adults expected that. It
wasn't good if they were too big, though. Then the grown-ups looked
serious, delivered urgent warnings about the undertow, and kept us
close to shore. But when the waves were just right, everyone was
happy. Uncles could dive through the breakers, aunts could shriek as
someone splashed them or the chillly water drenched their hair, and
small children could sit in the shallow water near shore and let their
bodies be pushed and dragged by the friendly surge. Children who
were brave enough and could jump high enough ventured out to the first
sandbar and marveled at how shallow the water was there. Beyond, our
more serious swimmers practiced their strokes in the deeper water.
And Grandpa and Nannie enjoyed it with us all. He had a great
reputation for floating on his back. Since he died before I was six, I'm
not sure if I remember this or only heard about it or saw movies of it,
but on a calm day he would float gloriously supine, reading the
Saturday Evening Post and smoking a cigar. How a rather tall, thin
man stayed up so well for so long I have never figured out, (and I've
never been able to imitate him). Nannie, who was neither tall nor thin,
enjoyed the water just as much, though she was more of a jumper and
splasher than floater or swimmer. She loved being in the water as much
as any child did, and I now wonder how glad she was when she had to
get out of the water before the rest of us to prepare the hotdog roast.
She was the real organizer and cheerleader for those trips to the
beach, not that we needed much urging. Even in later years, when she
got to be seventy and more, she was still glad of an excuse to go. If the
weather was at all decent, she went in the water wearing her shiny old
black bathing suit in spite of wrinkles and flab. And if the weather was
not decent, she still liked her picnic at the beach. I can remember family
outings on Memorial Day or Labor Day when, Michigan weather being
what it is, a nasty wind off the water made the beach something less
than pleasant. But we went ahead with our picnic. Bundled up in
jackets and sweatshirts, we ate with our backs to the chilly gusts,
hoping they didn't blow too much sand into the potato salad. The wind
had to threaten to blow the food off the plates before she would give in
and go home to eat.
There was nothing like a similar enthusiasm for Lake Michigan in my
father's family, who lived little more than a mile from the shore on the
Wisconsin side. His parents were older and more staid people in
general, but they just did not love the lake. His mother feared it; her
brother had drowned in it. I doubt that she ever owned a bathing suit.
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Our summer trips to Oostburg generally included an outing to the beach,
but it wasn't the same. For one thing, the water tends to be chillier on
the Wisconsin side, and there were usually no visiting cousins to chase
us into the lake. If Grandpa and Grandma went along to sit in sweaters
on a blanket, her fearfulness somehow made itself felt, and we didn't
stay long.
Having grown up on opposite sides of the lake, my mother and
father carry on a friendly argument about the relative merits of the
Michigan and Wisconsin shores. He argues in particular for the
superior beauty of the moon rising over the water, while she holds out
for Michigan's dunes and its view of the sun dropping beneath the vast
horizon. I will not try to judge, but I will say that my love for Lake
Michigan was shaped by her family's delight in the lake, a delight which
I am sharing with my own children and hope to pass on to theirs.
Watch for me. I'll be that wrinkled old man jumping in the waves.

Paul K. Hesselink
Reprinted by permission of the Reformed Journal

Laughing
spilling s
of shell
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Patricia
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The sand swirls away
And leaves warm foam from waves
That bless my bare feet.

Alice Levesque

Thunder
Cicada songs ebb
As distant rumbles swell in
Summer counterpoint
Kim Essenburg

A damp green essence
Hangs on the warming morning
To a mower's whine

Kim Essenburg
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Carolyn Long

Dog Days
Even cats abandon
Feline grace to sprawl with
Canine indiscretion.
Kim Essenburg

I stare at the spinach on my plate
My thoughts I try to relocate
What did I do that was so very bad?
Did I make Mommy cross? Did I make her mad?
Why is there spinach, which I hate, on my plate?
Keith Hersch
Roses are red
And violets are blue
And grass is an emerald green.
I'd like to remain here
Conversing with you
But I've got to go use the latrine.
d. kennedy bird
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Japanese Resort in American Guam
Slashing characters catch my eye;
Eastern cultures swirling by,
And in it's oriental ways
Seeks to personify western cliches.
I "read" one of their magazines backside down
With pictures of Japanese beauties all brown,
Colors extravagant and clever at each tum.
They copy us, we copy them, when will man learn?
Mopeds weaving the pitted street.
Motorcycled cops on their sweltering beat.
Passed a city park on a post office run,
Everybody taking pictures of everyone.
And although tanned to perfect bronze,
They bask in sun next to paleface blonds,
But this dark culture I have embraced,
Even though I'm white as paste.
I see the goods, I see the bads,
I see the false in all the fads.
But we're no different, not at all,
We'd both be strangers in Nepal.
(or Guam for that matter.)

Stephen Bigger
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Oiled bodies, bright sun, produce echoes
of mystic Sphinx, Mediterranean sea.
Sandy stretches lure indolent Pharoahs
to ancient rituals, new recipe.
Bathing suits and sandals for royal dress,
coconut oil for myrrh, modern copy
of dance of sun and man--ancient, timeless,
Twentieth-century Egyptians worship Ra
court physical signs of wealt'l and success.
Anne Doe

West l-70 New Mexico
Single car, burnt road,
Long-forsaken ocean floor
arid sea above
wheels whisper over highway,
Brittle stillness settles in.
Anne Doe
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Bodiless eyes--silent, yellow-Steadfastly move forward
Shattering the dark night.
Watching enigmatic backward travel,
Each, vaguely aware, barges in, dispersing light
Into a quiescent night.
Each bucket, a world itself, pushes forward
to the beckoning end,
Bulging with anxiety, hatching pain in distance.
The end gets closer, yet farther;
The backward traveler tempted with the
stone confidence of destination.

Daniel Gilchrist
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Following dreams of summer days,
Wishing fountains would fill with tea.
I look for you in a crowded street.
Will you see me under
A big hat?
Will I see you wearing
A grin?
We'll sip wine
On our lunch hour.
Will you remember when
We first met?
Following dreams of summer days,
Wishing fountains would fill with champagne.
I looked for you in the crowded street.
You didn't recognize me,
You weren't smiling,
I wasn't wearing a hat.
Things change.

Laura Mays
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Amy Diefenthaller

The Ladder to Success is Rudely Interrupted by Love
Once I climbed a marvelous tree
Springing from the ground to the clouds
(Even though it never reached the clouds,
but
At least it grew) I looked down
Far far away were you
Any complaints? I felt a
Sickish fear; the wind roared and laughed in my ears.
My ears replied, cut us off so we
Will not have to hear it anymore!
And I remarked, Hear what? I
Looked down and you were the wind
You were
Shaking my tree to heaven
Jacob's ladder
In one miraculous heaving ugly motion
I fell

Alice Levesque
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Brian
Brian, did we meet in a tennis game?
Must have; can't imagine learning to love
you elsewhere. In high school, being a man
was hard for skinny, slick-haired kid with wild
home life and thick glasses. You hit things. You
needed to be cherished. You were a child.
Lithe brunettes prowled bedroom walls of the child
in tattered camouflage, hunting big game,
dark eyes, heavy with faked desire, on you
forever frozen--the object of love,
like nymph on Greek vase, never attained. Wild
empty dreams transformed you into a man.
Later, you trashed the posters: your woman
to worship became a golden-haired child
sun-crowned, wind-caressed, floating among wild
flowers. Then you played a new hopeless game,
composing dozens of lyrics of love
to a young queen who'd never accept you.
I audienced your poems, mothered you
always, listened with you tc, Barry Manilow droning for hours your favorite love
ballads. Sometimes you threw violent, childish tantrums, paralyzed me--nasty game-with immanence of suicide. The wild
emotional ride nearly drove me wild.
But on the green court it was different. You
were a top-spin wizard, played a mean game
and longed to teach me. Then you were the man,
endlessly patient with the clumsy child,
meeting my petulance with real love.
What days! Outrageous boasts preceded "loveforty'l," crazy ballet-leaps after wild
lobs, daring net forages. Each a child,
we danced in joyous partnership. Now you
and I never write. I have found a man
and think of you during rare tennis games.
Have you learned the game? Found a girl to love
as a man, strong and controlled? Is she wild
about all of you? Does she love the child?
Miriam Shelden
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No More Songs
No more songs of sunsets' splendors-Libraries were long surfeited,
As if the fulcrum (flaming though
It be) which weighs out bright and dark
To roll the world around, itself
Possessed the soul of those two powers;
As if puberty's fury were
The distillation of a life.
But crouch here while the night matures
And the gloaming solemnly blends
Blade to blade, leaf to leaf, substance
To shadow, soothing all the wild
World in ever deepening gray.

Kim Essenburg
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David M. Brown
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Latria
You spin the earth and circulate planets
According to invisible laws.
You suck heavy moisture into clouds
Impregnating them, but they neither explode
Nor sink of their weight like a sounding line's plumb.
You obscure the silver moon's coin with cloud
Like a sheet pulled over the grin of death.
Every twenty-four hours you push darkness
Over the sparkled bright blinding ocean.
Your night's primitive electricity
Startles the enlightened firmament
Into the palsied shakes of the senile.
Your discipline, which lays the soothing hand
Shalom on the Mediterranean,
Simultaneously blasts haughty Egypt.
Your odoriferous breath blows fogs away
And clarifies the atmosphere with health.
Your finger stabs the threatening reptile.
Even so, I see only the fringe
Of your glory, I scarcely hear your voice,
And the tremendous blasts of your thunder
Leave me bewildered.

Nicholas P . Barker
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Paradise Remembered
But for the memory of that place
I could almost forget this gnawing curse,
And the sweat that stings my sunburned face
Would be no chrism of disgrace.
I could regard myself at worst
As one who breaks the stubborn earth
And hacks at thistles. Then all my grief
Were the soft falling of summer rain,
And death the drifting of a leaf
With no dark wrenching at a soul's deep root.
But the memory squats like a stone in my brain,
Like a stone in the heart of a fallen fruit.

Barb Schreur

IV Whitman

The tears from my Dad
Pitter-patting on my pane
He cries rain for us.

DeAnn Du.Bose

I have ten faces.
Which one shall I wear today?
The one you love best.

DeAnn Du.Bose
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Face Value
Everyone knows that
paper towels
legal pleadings
and dollar bills
•
are essentially the same.
I paid for my lunch
with ten sheet~ of Bounty,
a generous amount.
The manager gave me a roll
of perforated divorce decrees
and told me to dry the dishes.
Mark D . Jones
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Dave Shelden

Windmill
A stout man
with a white cap
stands beside a vibrant
stream.
One kiss of a light breeze
invites him to
commence his interminable
semaphores
which no one
giving them a second thought
could decipher
except the rushing water,
for they pose a regular threat
to its very life.
Mark D. Jones
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Seriously
Eric shuffled ~erenely ;:;ver to sharpen his pencil. HI:' looked lazily
down at the pencil sharpener. He did not appreciate electric sharpeners.
They honed the pencil too easily, too symmetrically, too neatly. To him
they represented the depersonalization of labor in the most grass-roots
sense. The once personal pleasure of mechanically grinding his pencil
into oblivion had been replaced by this little rectangular electric animal,
turning this once psychologically pleasing experience into a vicarious,
yawn inducing chore. Of course, Eric still had the choice of deliciously
cranking the human powered variety, yet the invidious fact that these
electric animals were even in existence lent considerable credence to his
rapidly crystalizing theory of how repugnant technology sucks man out
of more natural planes of existence and deposits him rudely in an arid,
alien landscape, entirely devoid of the basic, unhewn pleasures of man's
primary consciousness. Eric's righteous ire dissipated with ephemeral
promptitude as the electric chirping lullingly reverberated in his ears.

Eric Gyger
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Timm Ritt/er
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One Morning
Glancing at the glass,
Proud of that face,
He's horrified
To see
Excresence so placed.
The glass cracks,
the image is bent,
No longer the face
Of an angel,
heaven sent.
Applying the cream,
Flesh colored to hide,
It cracks and dries-Sillier, even,
Than excresence freely confessed.
Dan Gilchrist
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Admiration from afar
A tender smile
Tables away
A look that says I care
How I dream to hold you
To be near you always
You smile at me
I could die
Has love finally come my way?
You wave
So does your boyfriend
Keith Hersch
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Rebecca Money

These Bonds, My Liberty
One Sunday morning back in 2002 I was driving away from my
humble country estate, wearing my Sunday go-to-meetin' clothes, when
I was mysteriously stopped by a policeman.
"Were you planning to actually use roads to get to church this
morning?" he asked as I rolled down my window.
"Well, yes, sir. My church is in the city 10 miles away."
"Don't you know that roads are paid for by the government? Going
to church is a religious function. If you drive on roads to church that
constitutes the 'establishment of religion.m
"Do you expect me then to walk in my Sunday clothes through the
woods til I get to town, and then jump from rooftop to rooftop until I
get to church?"
"It's a small price to pay to protect your religious liberty," he said
with patriotic fervor. "Just make sure you don't land on any federal,
state, municipal or government-subsidized buildings."
"Lord, deliver us from such 'liberty."'
"You're under arrest."
"What in tamation for?"
"You just prayed on the shoulder of a public road."
"You're nigh unto making me curse on the Sabbath," I said as my
face grew hot.
"Don't you understand? You must go to jail. Your religious liberty
is at stake."
"Well, could you run by my church real quick? They're taking up a
collection for my alma mater, Covenant College."
"Were you going to make your donation in cash?"
"Yes sir. Why do you--"
"You're absolutely incorrigible! Trying to make me an accessory to
that heinous violation of our precious civil liberties!"
"Would you please simmer down to a slow boil and explain to me
what my latest crime of the century is?" I asked.
"You mean to tell me you don't know using federal tender to support
religious institutions is a violation of the separation of church and state?"
"Excuse me, but it's awfully hard to make credit card transactions in
the middJe of the service."
"Well, you won't have to worry about it for a long time."
Matthew Phillips
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Dreams I Dream
For all the world that passes by
In slumbering state, asleep I lie
I would not wake from dreams I dream
For I would miss the Elven King

In dreams I walked in starry fields
My mind was lost in thoughts that reeled
I found a place long lost to man
A place I called the Elven Land
A palace high I saw stood there
Of crystal spire and wall so fair
It was the Elf King's faerie home
And there the Elven Kind did roam
On sylvan throne the King did meet
His court and kind to feast and greet
When late in night and dawn did come
The feasting there had but begun
For many days the Elves do feast
On dragon's tail and forest beast
Songs were sung and tales were told
Of mighty deeds and courage bold
The Elf King was the greatest there
His deeds were ones that no one dare
He loved his folk with all his heart
His goodly law he did impart
For all the world that passed me by
A saddened heart, I will not cry
For I awake from dreams I dreamed
And so is gone the Elven King
Shawn Lambert
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Growing Pains
(on Norman Rockwell's "Girl at the Mirror")
An uncertain girl, thoughtful and slight,
Gazes through eyes that are critically bright
At a glass that reflects-besides features-a change
That is subtle
yet makes what's familiar
strange
As the eyes in the mirror reflecting her own
Shift from dreams of the new
to thoughts of what's done.
Her long, braided hair is twisted around-A hint of the knots tying older lives down-But a soft wing of hair still
glides back
from her eyes
And whispers of innocence. Not like the lies
In the eyes of the magazine's exquisite face-A sinister blackness
cloaked in fine lace.
Her dolls, cast aside like forgotten friends,
Foreshadow-- "Life's start!"
As the old one
ends,
And a dark smear of lipstick-a drop of blood-Bleeds down from her heart
marring childhood's bud.
When she questioned the old things and
first faced the new,
When she ached to be understood-Then
Where were you?

Carla Warren
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To Sally with Love on Her FourteenJh Birthday
First breathing offspring of our love's embrace,
Girl woman, standing straight, arms crossed, lips tight,
God bless your awkard adolescent grace.
Your slender silent body shows no trace
Of dreadful dreams in your cold room last night,
First breathing offspring of our love's embrace.
What rests behind your puzzled pretty face?
Today's drive to school our talk was polite.
God bless your awkward adolescent grace.
After our supper's laughs and fights, you chase
Book game to fill your fantast's appetite,
First breathing offspring of our love's embrace.
Sitting on your bed, eyes fastened on space,
Are your painful sweet thoughts profound or trite?
God bless your awkward adolescent grace.
When was the last time we had a footrace
Up street, unembarrassed, out of breath quite?
First breathing offspring of our love's embrace,
God bless your awkward adolescent grace.
Nicholas P. Barker
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The Birth of Woman and Feminine Mystique
And Adam, wearied from all his labor, fell asleep in the p½fPI..::
haze of evening. The sweat from his brow and tears from his eyes
mingled wilh the earth, and from it God formed woman. The night
breeze, the breath of God, filled her with life and on the leaves
near Adam she fell asleep. The warmth of her body and Lhe sweet cry
of a night bird mingled as incense delighting Adam awake.
Waiting for dawn, a hunter at the city gate fell awake
near the temple Anthropos and set out m the purple
air oft wiliglit. Pulling taut the arrow in bow, he froze. A cry
soft and low caught his heart in its mesh of woman's woe. The dark doe eyes
of creature wounded found his. He removed the bow, throwing it in the leaves.
Woman emerged from doe's flesh and like Diana, fled from man in the night.
In the land of lotus where sages sit and pearls drop from their moulhs like night from
the heavens, rustling silk and fire's shiftmg embers awake
fish on the surface of still pools. A raven, finding a pearl in the fallen leaves
of a plum tree, plants the small moon in a lotus cup on the calm purple
pond. The lutes sweet voice, the fish's wink and night's almond eyes
stir the pearl and from its depths, woman is born. The sun appears: dawn's cry.
Listen, honey, settle down and don't cry
and mama'll tell you a story. One night
when crickets was hummin' an' mimosas has shut their eyes,
an' mamas kissed their babies 'night, two stars was awake,
winkin' an' gigglin'. an' I saw fall from their arms in the cool purple
sky--you, baby girl--fallen in a birthin' blanket of magnolia leaves.
Didn't find you in no cabbage patch, ~irl, no garden's leaves;
No angels was pluckin' their harps an singin' at your first cry.
No white frilly nursery curtains saw your-first mom's sun. Just mama's purple
shawl tucked about your gan&IY mocha arms kept you warm at night.
No velvet on maids-in-waitin- fussin' over the drowsy baby, still awake;
But don't be sad baby, come see the wealth of love in your mama's eyes.
Dalian woman in wasteland eyes
Lhe sun's eclipse. Warmth, light always leaves
and in its place, abiding residual pain. Awake
desert and throw on me your scorpions, for I cry
who can only cry. I am the oblivion of woman! the dark night
of her rising, the pain she was born to, the purp e
and black of suns that have set and won't rise again. Cry
like Rachel and be not comforted for night
has come; your children no longer play but lie still on the purple desert.

Lisette Landry
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Why was the moon yellow
when you stripped the plum tree bare?
Rest now, calm down. How does insanity feel?
The neighbors are afraid you'll hatch
dandelion plumes of erupting illness
that could diffuse in the suburban-scented air.
Please lie down, close your eyes. There are t .vo yellow moons in them.
Don't worry--the neighbors won't be tempted
to barge in unexpectedly. I've got a
bucket. I'll go pick up the fragments you left trailing behind you.

Lisette Landry
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A light rain cries
on a clearing
in an almost
inexhaustible wood
A boundary of green
mesmerizes me
Streets way beyond
But a car's residue
crosses over to me
--all lines gone-Naked she lies
on a taylored
bed of grass
designed with a
silk mourning dew
In the dawn
she lowers her eyes
before light can rise
on the manque day
--lines shouldn't be drawn-As a bitter sleet freezes
the dew crystalizes
as sparkle in her eyes
on a clearing
in her boundless wood

William Tokarz
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An Evening Rainfall
With clear, fresh, fragrant rain, God waters His earth. For Him, the
faithful provision promised to all--some will thank Him. For, me a
soothing moment listening to the steady and enjoyably monotonous
fa!ling of countless drops of clean fluid, occasionally interrupted by the
loud rolling crash of cosmic collisions.
I put down my book, my glass of orange juice, and listen--just
listen. Though I've heard the rain a thousand times before, right now
it's fresh and new.
I think of days gone by ... a little league baseball game stopped
early ... a walk with Carol in the rain .. . wiping off my car seats after
leaving the windows down ... the sting of each drop at 60 mph on my
motorcycle ... an absolutely exhilarating run in a downpour ...
But now, the unmistakable evidence of His love.
Thomas Holliday
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The Sun Always Shines
the sky, a gray vault, framing barren
trees
red, yellow, copper and evergreen too
and rainbow in mud muddle.
Cynthia Baker

Ode to a Gingko with Golden Autumn Leaves
You are the sun.
Cynthia Baker

Au
Earth's richest mother
Lode veins a single maple
Leafs deep vermillion.
Kim Essenburg
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Pits and pendulums
Applecores and candygums
The stain on the cobbles could be
Anything and everything
The circle round which the banshee babes will sing.
Striped and stupid
Colors for countries
Sharing the colors but different designs
The differences being all in their gray minds
Gray being the color of a rainy gray day
Or a stranger that passes from far, far away.
Turning round street comers,
Finding your toy.
Retreat to your nursery,
My gay little boy.
Laughing at lions
That danced through the gates
Amusing the monkeys,
Who handed them dates.
Watching the sunrise,
Cheer the new day
Like a stranger that passes from far, far away.

M . Wallis
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A Winter Night
A pale, white moon on stealthy feet
Rises above the town's main street
And smiles as it shimmers down
Upon the whiteness of the town.
The new fallen snow dances around,
Piling in drifts that cover the ground
And the glimmering light of the moon-where it shows-Reveals odd, unfamiliar places, and glows
On the crystalized leaves of wistaria vines,
The blanketed steeple, the ghostly white pines,
And the snow smothered bridge that crosses above
The still, frozen stream and the nest of the dove.

Carla Warren

thick powdery snow
throughout the silent forest
shadows long and black-in the glittering sunlight
chickadees crack seeds

Patricia Holland

Remembering Winter
Look, I have a photo,
black and white,
of what I've known.
Not the presence of all color,
nor summer's denial,
but absence, merely.
As too much growth
is ungood for soil
is too much sun for the soul.
One wishes to be one
--hardened, frozen, dead-and emptied of desire.
Again, not denial--No-but absence of care,
to wait the winter out.
My winter sport's to go
indoors and find in there
a heaven of sorts.

Cliff Foreman
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To Dream
(and forget)
One wish,
Like falling snow,
Not moving, not turning,
Is to sleep and quietly dream
One dream.

IV Whitman
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Trophy Glue
Trophy glue, age certainly does ensue
To render my plaque but a reminder;
New odious object of days kinder,
And of a past now useless to pursue.
Cheap glue, gangrenous glory stuck onto
My paltry plank of memories tender;
Boast and toast triumph, comic pretender
Clutching youthfulness that's no longer true.
Impotent glue, causing this nostalgia,
Vitriolic in nature, enlightening
Reasons for keeping memorabilia;
The never actualized awaiting
Of youth to be restored, a phobia
Emerging; on a man's ego, grating.

Eric Gyger

Winter Distress
breathing blockage
stubborn stoppage
gasping gasping
liquid dripping
vascillating.

. EricGyger
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To My Parents
Where are you now
Have I become that distant a memory
Am I that easily forgotten
With nothing given
Nothing needs to be collected
I was never a cheerful giver
I was never a giver
I was never
never
Keith Hersch
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Gone
Like some harpooned whale slowly shorn of its blubber,
The obese bar of soap in my hand is gradually
Diminished. Dined on continuously by hard
Water, frrst goes name and then self.
Morning rite rivulets carry lard
Down drain's throat and so
Ends soap;
Eaten
Randy Compton
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Phil Fial

Confusion--where will it end?
It's hard to think when my head's corning loose,
so I don't
The answers evade me like life does the dead
They run from me like I ran from reality
Maybe they're paying me back for my past morality
I can't run again--where will I go?
Friends are few, enemies none
Where can I go oh what have I done?
Duane Abbott
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links
i am externally determined
in these days, my will
the figment of another's caprice (at least)
in such situations
as find us on intertwining grids;
and such is the ever-developing
state of our affair
and should i
struggle to break one
link
or many,
destroy the chain, a chain
reaction of decaying soul-bonds
an emotional nagasaki
and be free
then would also be riven
the chain
which holds at one my
grasp of world and mind
the real scheme
the whole show
and what would happen
then, but
a flight through ecstasy, through cool air, through dark space,
to madness

d. kennedy bird
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1/

Old Folks
After preaching Psalm 90 to eleven
Aging Presbyterians in Rising Fawn
I wondered for how many Herricks
Miss Annie Rogers had been Julia.
Had she been aware years ago of mysteries
Her tiny feet and liquid dresses stirred?
With what glacial gradualness
Had she grown unthought-of, like late
Melancholy Sunday afternoons dusking?
Birdlike and with brittle dignity
She thanked me for my sermon, finding it her duty
To add a clipped comment on the translation I used.
During Mr. Mason's Eightieth Birthday luncheon
At the Fort Payne Holiday Inn
Miss Annie confided to me that he had survived two wives,
The silly woman with him at the table being his third.
Upon presentation of the decorated cake
He rose cumbersomely and told us
He felt like the man recumbent in the chair
Who saw his barber test on a hair his razor's acuity
And heard him ask, "Are you ready to meet the Lord?"
We laughed and applauded.
Last week when we left my parents in Wisconsin
They said they were afraid to make the trip
And might not drive up any more.
Unheard by me, my mother asked my wife to pray for them.
Our kids in the back seats were silent
As I removed my glasses,
Successively raised my sleeves to my eyes,
And awkwardly steered our station wagon onto the highway
Out of the dawn-dark woods.

Nicholas P. Barker
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Timm Ritt/er

Once Upon a Time
(or Transcendence)
Once they watched the clouds tum to heavy lead
And felt the welts from the first driven flakes
As they reckoned the piled kindling and hay.
Once they watched their women writhe in childbirth
And passed scores of tiny headstones standing
Behind the churchyard's peeling picket fence.
Once they watched the fields' deep sheen fade with dust,
Then broad blades curl and crisp from edge toward stem,
And scanned a dead sky to dry horizon.

Kim Essenburg
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The "Wasp"
It comes out of the Virginia swamp
cool and slow, with back-beat narrow
and hard to master.
Some call it heavenly in its brilliance
Others say it is mean and ruthful of
the western dream.
I love the friends I have gathered together
on this thin raft.
We've constructed pyramids in honor of
our escaping, for this is the land of the Pharoah-God.
The negroes in the forest brightly feathered,
and they are saying,
"forget the night"
live with us in the "forest of azure."
Out here in the perimeter;
"there are no stars"
Out here we is: stoned; immaculate!

Craig King

Death
I am of Peace-Do you want to climb the walls
with me?
The gasping casualties
take a rest
upon their filthy
cuckoo's nest.
Oh come and fly with me, soul
of hungered passion.
And remember to be content to dream of
birds and flies-or-shall we break these human ties?
Pain-Rescue me!
No, you're too late,
Now I am of Peace.
I was and
now you can be;
so together let's fly westward on
buck's wounded knee;
Now I'm gasping-. but leave me be
because in this other world
I have Peace!
Peace found me and
now I rest,
not reaching for the mountain's crest.
Cling to me
before I tum to dust!
Never mind--you're filthy-full of lust.
Fight me now
because I can't fight back.
I am truly of Peace
because
Peace
found me.

Laura Mays
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"Nurse
Check pulse first"-Who found
the puzzle's missing link
or solved the riddle of
the sphinx?
I arranged the pieces together
and
freed Thebes!
But the finished piece
was
a curse
My feet were bound at birth.
What was never
schemed?
"But doctor
Machine
reads
No
B
R

E
A

T

H
I
N
G"

William Tokarz
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Bound
An unmarked maw, he devours worlds,
Swallows stars, and squanders galaxies.
Malicious masticator, consumate consumer,
Black heart, black hole is he.
Invisible, but not inaudible, he pursues
Corporeality on lines of gravity unseen.
Listen infraredly, and you can hear
His voice: the screams of frantic matter,
Transformed, accelerated into violent
Radiation. Wanting space, only space,
Time flails at his fields of force.
Out of nothing, he coerces an existence.
Seizing the very fabric of time and space,
he never gives back. One cubic inch
Of his being, could you survive its capture,
Would weigh a thousand tons.
Yet, he too is trapped. He must live
Within those self inflicted, event horizon
Walls. Thus he is, and is himself
Trapped in, that monadic morass.
They are one, he and all those he
Has attracted. Souless, he cannot
Mourn their loss of self,
Or his.

Randy Compton
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The Death of a Priest
A Dream of Rene Magritte
Will God bless a simple walk in the rain?
Where simple people wander on top of cobblestone streets,
Where canvas clouds hang across rooftops and wonder why,
It rains on the street below, washing water by
In copper gutters, muddied, asleep
And heavy from a cold December rain.
In a gutter stands a lonely priest, black and bent. He offers penance
As humbly, gently, simply as the simple people who walk
By in measured steps, counted and moving,
Forward without eyes, past the holy water, draining
Beneath the shoes of the priest whose robe flows beneath the vault.
A black robe, a choir robe, a quiet robe, is left,
Alone, a note for dying spirits.
On cobblestone streets those simple faces, still naive, still wander
Under canvas clouds and black umbrellas, beside a copper gutter.
The silent water rushes by leather shoes, gliding,
Slipping through the ancient, green stones
Layered in filthy moss, and etching stones.
A simple voice, a quiet groan
Spills where water melts, where life overflows.
A gutter clogs with a priest's black robe, a choir robe, a quiet robe.
So, the meek shall inherit the earth,
This silent earth,
This watery earth,
This empty earth,
Wrapped in black.

IV Whitman
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New Universe
Dull lions prone on an empty beach.
The Universe kneels at the swamp
to curiously eye its own decay, in
the mirror of human consciousness.
Predators seek refuge from this
discontented pound,
where decayed meat lies thawed
against the ground.
Invisible door stands tall and near
only way to pass through is
through silent sleep.
Door of passage to the other side,
the soul frees itself in stride.
Tum mirrors to the wall
in the house of the dead.
He spoke to me, frightened with laughter.
He took my hand, and led me past silence into
cool whispered bells
Craig King
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Firepower
No smoking in the manger, please.
Straw and wocx:l, after all, are highly flammable.
One fiery dart of command from Your eyes could ignite us,
so please be gentle, little Lord Jesus asleep on the hay.
We hug each other for warmth,
worship between shivers,
huddle close to insipid twinkle lights.
Unable to survive a harsh conflagration,
we are but flimsy cardboard matches
that bend before we are struck,
and blaze for a mere second with unchannelled zeal
like headless chickens.
I cringe mistaken in needless fear,
for the fire does not touch,
but hovers,
and sends gusts of heat to kindle the coal within,
and we stand unshackled, safe in a fiery inferno.
So come, Righteous Flame,
though our lungs cough and wheeze the witness of Your faithfulness,
our teeth blacken with the soot of smoldering love,
and from our fissured faces run vulcanian cataracts of mercy.
Blow on us yet again
that we may vaporize into empty gifted vessels
to be filled with Gospel, our original cargo.

Barb Schreur

Christmas Morning at the Longs' House
Heaps of tom paper,
Exhausted facial muscles-Come, Immanuel.

Miriam Shelden
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Dew-daubed dandelion-scented
Saturday mornings invite me
to squeegee clarity onto
pollen-gilded panes in order
to maximize solar potential,
To fill the tired atmosphere of
this domecile with a comingling
of freshly laundered lawns and bottled pine.

Anne Doe

Spring Greens
garden
mosaics
pattern themselves
on cultivated
carpets

Patricia Holland

Dimensions
The sun made the grass primordial green,
Sunshowers made the grass glisten with glee
Of warm growing, summer sumptuousness.
On the patch of turf, sunny games are played
To some tune, melodiously wafting
Over from a man, playing a guitar.
Frigid rain and snarling snapping wind
Bully and beat that once luscious growing
Grass, growing brown under the pound of cold,
Grinding the once bold green until its sheen
Is dull, and there is a lull of crystal
Bright pluckings and strummings of a guitar.
Until warmth teases, tempts, tantalizes,
Along with almost cold showers drenching
And coaxing new fertile resurrection,
And coupled with generous bathing sun
Bringing delightful thoughts of games--which tunes
Prophesy--from a man with a guitar-Eric Gyger
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Child Forever
everyone's wondering
what takes baby so long
it's been quite awhile
and she still crawls along
her eyes seem to wander
a confusing way
and mama's afraid for her
baby girl--she's not like
all the rest
you're a child forever
a child of the King
and he sees your frustration and dries your tears
when you wake to glory
what a beauty you'll be
what a beautiful child
of the King
looking outside to
watch your brothers play
wondering if you'll ever
see your day
mother's embrace
can't make you understand
what makes you different
from all the rest
you're not like all the rest
you're a child forever
a child of the King
and the flesh that has trapped you
shall fall away
when the master proclaims you
and you see who you are
what a beautiful child
of the King
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David M . Brown
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The Flying Beaver
While sitting on a rock one day
A friendly beaver passed my way.
Said he, "Don't you just love the sky?
I rather wish that I could fly."
"I grant your wish," said I to him,
And reaching out, I tapped his chin.
He spread his paws, and slapped his tail,
And on his back appeared a sail.
A sail that blossomed, big and blue;
It billowed out and off he flew.
The beaver cried, "Oh me! Oh my!"
And he, aloft, the wind did try.
He used his tail to steer his flight
And laughed and sang, his heart so light.
He bobbed and dipped, and swooped and turned,
Then suddenly, the beaver yearned
To sit upon a rock once more,
Beside his lake, upon the shore;
He was a beaver, that was all.
Were he to fly, he just might fall.
He looked at me, I looked at him.
"Hying," he said, "was just a whim.
I'm a beaver, that's what I am."
And he, just like a beaver, swam.
M. Wallis
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The time has come, the new wife said,
To thank for many things,
For cook books, crock pots, mixing bowls,
Afghans and napkin rings,
Tomato sauce and tupperware
And a bathroom scale with springs.
Dear Mrs. Beech, you were so generous,
So thoughtful and so kind!
The color is perfect! It's just right for us!
Many thanks! et cetera, signed.
She surveys the stacks of elegant notes
Crisply lettered with blue on white,
Each matched by its smooth, neat envelope-A most agreeable sight.
She surveys it for a long, long time.
And at last she begins to write,
Dear Uncle Roy, you were so generous, etc.
After thirty thank-yous or so she observes
An intriguing circumstance:
She has managed to work herself into
A ~ort uf ecstatic trance
Of gratitude, and now with perfect
Sincerity she chants,
Dear Miss LaLage, you were so generous, etc.
For she really feels deep down inside,
That each one of the spatulas nine
And the china plates and the picture frames
Is just as fine as fine.
The words well up and flow
In lovely looping line on line:
Dear George and Ruth, you were so generous, etc.
She stumbles when she comes to a gift
That was obviously one of the best.
It has proven its worth, thus requires more
Hyberbole than the rest.
She rallies points exclamatory, attacks
With truly superlative zest!
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Our dear, dear friends, you were so generous!
So exceedingly thoughtful and kind!!
We can't tell you how perfect the gift is for us!!!
Thank you, THANK YOU!!!! et cetera, signed.

Miriam Shelden

Red, White, and Blue
Black-masked cardinal and khaki wife,
Your abrupt troubled flight from the branch
Sways insanely the dogwood's blossoms,
My space nightmared by winged raucous life.
Sleepily beautifying my day,
You had no avian ax to grind.
Why must we tolerate such rudeness
From the impudent usurping jay?

Nicholas P . Barker
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In Praise of Clouds
A heavy quilt muffling the sky today,
Cowling the sun's candescence in swathes of
Gray on gray, piling up, falling away.
Heaving and plunging like a bear at bay;
Subsiding to placidly nudge and shove-A heavy quilt muffling the sky today.
Earth may boast a million brilliant shades--they
Mirror as many muted hues above:
Gray on gray, piling up, falling away.
Sluggish swirls ever moving never stay,
Restless thickness seethes under cover of
A heavy quilt muffling the sky today.
Smoke-gray, ash-gray, steel-gray, mouse-gray,
Pearl-gray, ash-gray, dapple-gray, dust-gray, doveGray on gray, piling up, falling away.
Some long for summer sun in which to play
Or sleep, but I will never cease to love
A heavy quilt muffling the sky today,
Gray on gray, piling up, falling away.

Kim Essenburg
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Grandfather
Darkness Darkness
Fire was unleashed from his finger
Called it the sun and the moon'
His orchestra still plays in tune
Grandfather walks in the wind of truth
Grandfather speaks with the thunder
Grandfather sings with the voice of youth
He has the strength of a hunter
Blindness Blindness
How can the creature who came from the ground
Brandish a twig at his maker?
Grandfather's word could bring all of earth down
Yet he will never forsake her
Grandfather walks in the wind of truth
Grandfather speaks with the thunder
Grandfather sings with the voice of youth
He has the strength of a hunter
Stephen Bigger
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